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BRANT GRAVES ACHIEVES WSOP GOLD RING GOAL 

Milwaukee native captures meaningful victory at hometown casino. 

Many players dream of winning a World Series of Poker gold ring, but the goal means more to 

some than others. It was a lifetime accomplishment for Brant Graves who made that dream a 

reality at the Potawatomi Circuit series on Monday. 

“I can’t even like put into words to like how this feels,” Graves expressed. “You know, when the 

Circuits came out… I wanted to make it a goal to just win at least one ring in my lifetime. It was 

a huge life goal for me in poker, and it finally happened today.” 

Graves claimed his first poker title after defeating a field of 108 entrants in Event #4: $580 No-

Limit Hold'em (Single Re-Entry). The tournament took two days to conclude and was ultimately 

decided by a three-way all in. 

The final hand featured Graves, Joshua Shmerl, and David Winkler. All the chips got in on the 

flop with Graves ahead and his opponents at risk. He was up against Shmerl's open-ended 

straight draw as well as Winkler's gut-shot straight draw and flush draw combo. 

A nerve-wracking turn card brought no help to the draws, leaving one more card for Graves to 

sweat. When the river hit, and the dust settled, an overwhelming feeling of relief and glory fell 

over Graves who pulled of a decisive fade. 

The triumph meant a lot to Graves, for multiple reasons. Firstly, he has been chasing a ring ever 

since his twin brother, Chad Graves, won one back in 2010. 



 

 

“I felt like I didn’t have that piece of credit that he had,” said Graves. 

Aside from catching up to his close sibling, the 31-year-old was able to achieve victory at 

Potawatomi, a casino in his own neck of the woods. 

“I live here in Milwaukee. I’ve lived here my entire life,” stated Graves. “I think Milwaukee is a 

great poker city and I think there are a lot of great players here. It just means a great deal to win 

here in my backyard.” 

Graves works with his brother as a Sleep Technician. Even with fulltime jobs, the duo still gets 

in their fair share of poker when they can. However, Graves has cut back a bit recently, for good 

reason. 

“I haven’t really played that many tournaments this past year,” said Graves. “I’m getting married 

this year. So, I actually put off a lot of other Circuits to save money for the wedding, but I was 

not going to miss this one.” 

Nothing was going to keep Graves away when the WSOP came to town, and it is a good thing 

nothing did. The Wisconsin native took home $16,199 and banked 50 Casino Championship 

points along with the memorable piece of Circuit gold.  

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Brant Graves 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Milwaukee, Wis. 
Current Residence:   Milwaukee, Wis. 
 

Age:     31 
Profession:    Sleep Technician  
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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